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Trauma brain injury (TBI) is the most common cause of death and disability in young adults. A method to determine the probability of
survival (Ps) in trauma called iterative random comparison classiﬁcation (IRCC) was developed and its performance was evaluated in TBI.
IRCC operates by iteratively comparing the test case with randomly chosen subgroups of cases from a database of known outcomes
(survivors and not survivors) and determines the overall percentage match. The performance of IRCC to determine Ps in TBI was
compared with two existing methods. One was Ps14 that uses regression and the other was predictive statistical diagnosis (PSD) that is
based on Bayesian statistic. The TBI database contained 4124 adult cases (mean age 67.9 years, standard deviation 21.6) of which 3553
(86.2%) were survivors and 571 (13.8%) were not survivors. IRCC determined Ps for the survivors and not survivors with an accuracy of
79.0 and 71.4%, respectively, while the corresponding values for Ps14 were 97.4% (survivors) and 40.2% (not survivors) and for PSD
were 90.8% (survivors) and 50% (not survivors). IRCC could be valuable for determining Ps in TBI and with a suitable database in other
traumas.

1. Introduction: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) can be deﬁned as
temporary or permanent impaired brain function or other
evidence of brain injury caused by an external mechanical force,
such as penetration by a projectile, blast waves, raid acceleration
or deceleration impact [1]. It is the most common cause of death
and disability in young adults in the developed world, with the
UK head injury being around 1.4 million cases per year alone
[2]. From the pathophysiology view, TBI is associated with a
continuum of primary and secondary injury processes. Primary
injury is characterised by irreversible structural damage sustained
at the time of the impact (e.g. contusion or shearing) whereas the
secondary injury processes include metabolic, excitotoxic and
inﬂammatory responses [3, 4].
Knowledge of probability of survival (Ps) is valuable in healthcare as it can provide an indication of the likelihood of the
patient surviving a trauma sustained through body injuries. The
information can assist in situations such as [5]: (i) triage, i.e. setting
priorities to treat patients; (ii) prognostic evaluation, i.e. prediction
and management of injury outcomes; and (iii) research and audit
management, i.e. comparing patient groups on injury outcomes
and examine the effects of treatments.
As part of determining Ps in traumas, anatomical and physiological assessments of the patient’s medical condition are carried
out. The resulting data are then interpreted and processed in
models to determine Ps. The Ps model developed in this study
was named iterative random comparison classiﬁcation (IRCC), its
principle and operation are described in the following sections. It
analyses the patient’s age, respiration rate (RR), pulse (heartbeats)
rate (PR), systolic blood pressure (SBP), abbreviated injury scale
(AIS) and Glasgow coma score (GCS). An analysis of the relevance
of these measures in determining Ps has been reported [6]. RR, PR
and SBP are important indicators of medical condition in injuries.
Age can be related to mortality in traumas, for example, orthopaedic
trauma in older people is associated with mortality that is signiﬁcantly greater than the young [7]. Sex (male/female) was not
included in IRCC as there were differences in conclusions of
studies related to its relevance in determining Ps.
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There are a number of trauma scoring models, and a comparison
of models can be found in studies such as [8]. The AIS, ﬁrst
introduced in 1971, is a widely used anatomical injury severity
assessment system [9]. It had several updates and its 1990
version classiﬁes >2000 injury types into nine body regions,
consisting of the head, face, neck, abdomen, spine, upper
extremities, lower extremities, and external [10]. An injury in AIS
is scored in an ordinal scale from 1 (minor injury) to 6
(maximum injury, possibly lethal). The maximum AIS score is
used to describe the overall severity in patients with multiple
injuries but the approach had been reported to not correlate linearly
with a probability of death [11]. The injury severity score (ISS) was
introduced to allow anatomical injuries from multiple sites to be
combined [12]. ISS has a range of 1–75 and is calculated by grouping the nine AIS described body regions into six (head or neck,
face, chest, abdominal or pelvic contents, extremities or pelvic
girdle, and external) and then summing the squares of the highest
AIS values for three most severely injured body regions [13].
In order to assess the level of consciousness, GCS was introduced by Jennett and Teasdale [14] and since then it has been
used in assessing various traumatic injuries including TBI
[15, 16]. In GCS, the extent of eye opening, verbal response and
motor response are assessed as indicated in Table 1. The GCS is
the sum of these three assessments. The eye-opening is related
to the arousal mechanism of the brainstem, verbal response
assesses the integration of cerebral cortex and brainstem and the
motor response is associated with the integrity of cerebral cortex
and spinal cord [17]. GCS is between 3 (most severe) and 15
(least severe) when all its three components are considered. When
assessing TBI, GCS of 8 or less, represents a signiﬁcant neurological injury and typically abnormal neuroimaging (e.g. skull
fracture, traumatic intracranial haemorrhage, or cerebral contusion)
[16, 18]. Scores 9 to 12 represent moderate severity and are
associated with prolonged loss of consciousness, abnormal neuroimaging, and neurological deﬁcit [16]. The scores over 12 are
associated with a mild TBI. Factors such as hypoxia, hypotension
and alcohol intoxication can affect GCS and so the patient should
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Table 1 Glasgow coma scale (GCS) components
Best motor response (M score)
moves limb to command (6)
localises to painful stimulus (5)
withdraws from painful stimulus (4)
abnormal ﬂexion response (3)
abnormal extension response (2)
no motor response (1)

Best verbal response (V score)

Eye opening (E score)

oriented (5)
confused (4)
inappropriate words (3)
incomprehensible words (2)
no verbal (1)
—

spontaneous (4)
open to speech (3)
open to pain (2)
none (1)
—
—

be resuscitated and reversible causes corrected before GCS assessment [2]. The speed for timely measurement of GCS components in
emergencies can also be an issue [19].
Another physiological trauma assessment system is called the
revised trauma score (RTS). It incorporates GCS, SBP and
respiratory rate measures. Its index is determined by summing the
results from the values of its three measures and multiplying
them by their corresponding weights [20].
2. Methods to determine Ps: There exist a number of methods to
determine Ps. A method that uses anatomical and physiological
scoring systems to determine Ps for adults sustaining injuries
from blunt and penetrating mechanisms is trauma and injury
severity score (TRISS) [21]. It combines age, RTS and ISS using
1
1 + e−b
b = ai + bAGE,i × AGE + bRTS,i × RTS + bISS,i × ISS
Ps =

(1)

where i = 1 is for blunt mechanism and i = 2 is for penetrating
mechanism, ai is a constant for mechanism i, bAGE,i is the
coefﬁcient associated with age and mechanism i, bRTS,i is
the coefﬁcient associated with RTS and mechanism i, bISS,i is the
coefﬁcient associated with ISS and mechanism i. RTS is
RTS = bRR × RR + bSBP × SBP + bGCS × GCS

(2)

where bRR is the coefﬁcient associated with RR, bSBP is the
coefﬁcient associated with SBP, and bGCS is the coefﬁcient
associated with GCS. TRISS has some limitations that include
the effects of calibrating its coefﬁcients in determining Ps [22],
variable inter-relationships interactions and strong linear
assumptions between the predictor variable and survival outcome
[21, 23].
In 2004, the Trauma Audit and Research Network (TARN) [24]
proposed a Ps model called Ps04. This model uses age, sex, ISS
and GCS and intubation. In 2014, Ps14 model was introduced by
incorporating the Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) [25] to
assess pre-existing medical conditions (PMCs). To predict Ps
in Ps14, age, sex, GCS and intubation and PMC parameters are
considered by
Ps14 =

eb
1 + eb

(3)

where e = 2.718282 and b is deﬁned as the linear combination of the
regression coefﬁcients and the parameters of the related cases from
the database. Ps14 determines the percentage of Ps for a new trauma
case by performing a retrospective comparison with trauma cases of
similar proﬁle on TARN database. For example, if Ps = 65% then
65 out of 100 survivors in the database matched the test case and
35 cases did not.
In an earlier study, we reported a method of determining Ps based
on predictive statistical diagnosis (PSD) [26]. PSD’s principle is
based on Bayesian statistic which is a well-establish method of
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data classiﬁcation. PSD performed better as a whole than Ps14 in
determining Ps. The Ps results obtained using PSD, Ps14 and
IRCC are compared in Section 5.
3. Methodology: The TBI data used in this study were obtained
from TARN. The data were fully anonymised prior to processing
to ensure ethics conﬁrmation, and the study had Shefﬁeld Hallam
University Ethics approval. A description of the data was
provided in an earlier study [26], however, they are summarised
here for completeness. TARN provided a subset of their very
large database that contained TBI cases. Only adult cases with
full information about age, RR, pulse rate (PR), SBP, GCS, AIS,
and already calculated Ps14 values were selected for this study.
The cases aged <17 years were not included in the study as their
injury survival proﬁles were considered to be signiﬁcantly
different to the adults and thus including them in the same model
would have made the interpretation of the results more complex.
Furthermore, the number of not surviving children with TBI in
the data set was insufﬁcient for setting up an accurate model. All
patients in the study had either neuroimaging or autopsy and the
ﬁndings of these including brain swelling and intracranial
bleeding were incorporated in the AIS scores. A summary
indicating sex, age and number of the cases included in the study
is provided in Table 2.
A calibration set consisting of roughly two-third of randomly
selected TBI cases (number = 2676) was created and used to
calibrate the IRCC. The remaining cases formed the validation set
(number = 1448) and were used to determine IRCC’s performance
on the cases not included in the calibration set. Given the total
number of cases available, this provided a suitable partition to calibrate the IRCC and to validate it on the remaining cases. The age
statistics for cases included in the validation set is summarised in
Table 3. IRCC was implemented in Matlab© while data analysis
was performed using SPSS© statistical package.
4. Operation of IRCC: In this section, the principle behind the
operation of IRCC is described and method of its implementation
is explained.
4.1. IRCC principle: The principle behind the IRCC operation is an
iterative comparison of trauma parameters (age, SBP, RR, PR, GCS
and AIS) of a case whose Ps is being assessed, against randomly
selected subgroups of cases with known outcomes (survivors and
not survivors) from the database of trauma cases and determining

Table 2 Information summary for the TBI cases (total 4124) included in
the study (SD = standard deviation, S = survivors, NS = not survivors)
Sex

Age (years)

Injury outcomes

Male

Female

Mean

SD

S

NS

2488
(60.3%)

1636
(39.7%)

67.9

21.6

3553
(86.2%)

571
(13.8%)
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Table 3 Age (in years) statistical summary for cases in the validation set
Parameter

All subjects
(n = 1448)

Survivors
(n = 1224)

Not survivors
(n = 224)

mean
median
mode
standard
deviation
variance
range
minimum
maximum

68.2
75.1
87.5
21.2

66.0
71.6
87.5
21.7

80.3
83.7
85.7
13.6

450.7
86.2
17.0
103.2

469.5
86.2
17.0
103.2

176.1
77.2
21.8
99.0

the percentage match after completion of the required number of
iterations. The justiﬁcation behind IRCC and its operation are
explained in more detail in the following parts.
The justiﬁcation for the manner of IRCC operation is initially
provided. Each trauma parameter had signiﬁcant within-group
(survivors and not survivors) variations. This meant that comparing
the case being assessed against the complete database of known
cases in a single test would not have provided the best prediction
for the two possible outcomes. This point is illustrated in Table 4
where trauma parameters of all cases (total 4124) in the database
are averaged across 3553 survivors (86.2% of cases) and 571 not
survivors (13.8% of cases).

Table 4 Mean and standard deviation (STD) of trauma parameters for
TBI cases (S = survivors, NS = not survivors)
Parameters

Outcomes

Mean

STD

age (years)

S
NS
S
NS
S
NS
S
NS
S
NS
S
NS

65.75
81.13
4.25
4.74
14.34
11.16
144.33
155.90
17.72
18.57
81.30
84.15

21.96
12.91
0.72
0.53
7.07
8.49
26.84
34.01
3.72
5.49
18.18
21.30

AIS
GCS
systolic blood pressure, mmHg
respiration rate, bpm
pulse (heart) rate, bpm

The Euclidean distance (ED) between the means of the trauma
parameters of survivors and not survivors is


 

 ageS − ageNS 2 + AISS − AISNS 2 +






ED =  GCSS − GCSNS 2 + SBPS − SBPNS 2 +

2 
2
RRS − RRNS + PRS − PRNS

(4)

where ageS , ageNS , AISS , AISNS , GCSS , GCSNS , SBPS , SBPNS ,
RR, RRNS , PRS and PRNS are mean age, AIS, GCS, SBP, RR
and PR for survivors and not survivors, respectively. For the
values indicated in Table 4, ED = 19.74. However, when the
averages for the parameters are considered for randomly selected
subgroups (group size = 6, justiﬁcation for using this size is
provided in the next section) are considered, the difference
between the survivors and not survivors becomes signiﬁcantly
more prominent. This is illustrated in Table 5 where the averages
are shown for three randomly selected subgroups.
The corresponding EDs for the means of the trauma parameters
for survivors and not survivors for the three subgroups A, B
and C determined from Table 5 are 20.47, 64.01 and 57.10,
respectively. The overall mean of these three EDs is 47.19. This
shows (47.19 − 19.74)/19.74 × 100 = 139.06% increase in the
differentiation of survivors and not survivors.
4.2. IRCC operation: The ﬂowchart shown in Fig. 1 outlines the
operation of the IRCC. IRCC relies on iteratively comparing the
trauma parameters for the case being examined against randomly
selected subgroups of known outcomes (survivors and not
survivors) and then determining the overall percentage match.
Initially, each trauma parameter was individually normalised
between 0 and 1 by using the maximum and minimum values for
the parameter. The formula used for this purpose was
Normalised parameter =

parameter value − minimum
.
maximum − minimum

(5)

This normalisation was performed so that the parameters with a
larger range (such as SBP) did not dominate those with smaller
ranges (such as AIS) when the IRCC operations were performed.
A calibration ﬁle consisting of randomly selected two-third of the
trauma cases and a test ﬁle consisting of the remaining one-third
trauma cases were created. The IRCC was initialised by selecting
the comparison group size (K) and the desired number of iterations.
The survivors’ count number (Cs), i.e. number of identiﬁed matches
between the test case and known survivors, was set to 0. In order to

Table 5 Average and standard deviation of trauma parameters for TBI cases for three randomly selected subgroups (A, B and C). Each subgroup consists of
six survivors (S) and six not survivors (NS).
Parameters

age (years)
AIS
GCS
systolic blood pressure, mmHg
respiration rate, bpm
pulse (heart) rate, bpm

S/NS

S
NS
S
NS
S
NS
S
NS
S
NS
S
NS
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Subgroup A

Subgroup B

Subgroup C

Mean

STD

Mean

STD

Mean

STD

79.60
69.98
4.17
4.50
14.67
9.17
157.83
141.33
21.20
16.83
85.17
87.33

8.05
23.70
0.98
0.84
0.52
5.04
22.35
21.20
2.56
3.97
23.34
20.18

46.92
80.43
3.67
4.83
14.17
12.33
131.17
185.17
18.17
18.67
76.83
84.17

21.69
19.90
0.82
0.41
1.60
2.25
22.87
32.60
3.92
4.50
19.53
13.50

43.53
88.48
4.17
5.00
13.50
8.83
134.17
168.33
17.83
18.83
81.83
88.83

26.73
10.04
0.41
0.00
1.64
5.53
22.99
32.18
2.71
1.83
24.29
16.13
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Fig. 2 Plots to determine suitable values for the number of
a Iterations
b Cases in the subgroups (horizontal axes are not linear)

Fig. 1 Flowchart of the IRCC operation

determine the optimum number of iterations and group size,
these two parameters were varied in IRCC and its Ps prediction
outcomes for survivors and not survivors in the calibration data
set were determined as shown in Fig. 2. The results indicated
that 50 iterations with group size K = 6 provided the highest Ps
predication level and these values were used for the remaining
analysis.
At each iteration, K survivors and K not survivors were randomly
selected from the calibration ﬁle. The values of their parameters
(age, SBP, RR, PR, GCS and AIS) were correspondingly averaged.
This led to the averaged parameter vectors
Survivors:



V s = Agesa , GCSsa , AISsa , SBPsa , RRsa , PRsa

Not survivors:


V n = Agena , GCSna , AISna , SBPna , RRna , PRna

where the subscripts ‘sa’ and ‘na’ represent average values for the
injury parameters of the survivors and not survivors, respectively.
The vector for the test case was obtained from the validation ﬁle.
This was represented by
Test case:


V t = Aget , GCSt , AISt , SBPt , RRt , PRt
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where the subscript ‘t’ signiﬁes a test case. The test case in the
development phase is from the validation ﬁle to allow the
performance of the method to be established but thereafter it
could be a case with the unknown outcome (survivor or not
survivor) to be assessed. The Euclidian distance (Ds) between the
vectors of the test case (Vt) and that for K averaged survivors (Vs)
was obtained. Similarly, the Euclidian distance (Dns) between the
vectors of the test case (Vt) and that for K averaged not survivors
(Vn) was obtained.
The values Ds and Dns were compared and if Ds < Dns then the
survivors count (Cs) was incremented by 1. This was repeated for
the speciﬁed number of iterations (N ). The Ps (as percentage) is
calculated by
%Ps =

Cs
× 100.
N

(6)

5. Results and discussion: Table 6 provides the results for
determining %Ps for cases included in the validation set. The
results obtained using IRCC were compared to those from Ps14
(which were already available from the provided TARN database)
and PSD (which were determined in an earlier study [26]). Ps14
uses a range of 0–100 to represent %Ps, with a value higher than
50 considered as a survivor, otherwise a not survivor. For
consistency with Ps14, we have used the same representation in
expressing Ps.
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Table 6 Comparison of IRCC performance accuracy in determining Ps against Ps14 and PSD. Cases used were from the validation set consisting of 1224
survivors (S) and 224 not survivors (NS)
Parameter

Ps14

Outcome
%Ps
average overall accuracy

S

PSD
NS

97.4%
40.2%
(90.4 + 40.2)/2 = 68.8%

Table 7 IRCC prediction accuracy for determining Ps based on different
random validation cases extracted from the same data set
Test number

i
ii
iii
Mean

IRCC performance: (%accuracy)
Survivor

Not survivor

79. 0
72.3
78.3
76.5

71.4
73.2
70.0
71.5

The accuracy (percentage of correctly identiﬁed) for determining
Ps for IRCC was 79.0% for survivors and 71.4% for not survivors.
Compared to Ps14, there is a reduction of 18.4% for survivors’
prediction but an increase of 31.2% for not survivors. Comparing
IRCC with PSD there is a reduction of 11.4% for survivors’ prediction but an increase of 21.4% for not survivors’ prediction.
Although IRCC shows a reduction in identiﬁcation accuracy for
survivors as compared with Ps14 and PSD, it shows the highest
overall accuracy and a large increase in accuracy for detecting not
survivors.
The imbalance between the number of survivors and not
survivors in the calibration data set may have affected IRCC
performance. Overall there were 3553 survivors and 571 not
survivors. As two-third of the cases were included in the calibration
ﬁle, the numbers for survivors and not survivors in that ﬁle were
2369 and 381, respectively. This indicates for every not survivor
there are about six survivors. There may be other factors inﬂuencing
the accuracy of IRCC in correctly determining Ps. For example, the
current version of IRCC does not use any weighting for its trauma
measures. It is possible that the trauma measures had unequal
signiﬁcance in determining Ps and thus weighting them accordingly
would have improved its performance.
In order to establish the consistency of IRCC in determining Ps,
the complete data set of TBI cases were randomly partitioned to
the calibration and validation sets three times and the IRCC’s
performance were re-tested on the revised calibration and validation
data sets. Each time, two-third of the cases were included in the
calibration ﬁle and one-third in the test ﬁle. The associated results
are provided in Table 7. The average (across the three tests)
accuracy for IRCC’s in determining Ps was 76.5% for survivors
and 71.5% for not survivors. These values are comparable to the
IRCC results in Table 6, conﬁrming that although there are
small variations in performance across the tests, IRCC’s overall
performance remains consistently better than Ps14 and PSD.
The purpose of this study was not to explore the strength and
weaknesses of Ps14, but instead to present a new method of
determining Ps. Ps14 was used as the main method for comparison
with IRCC as it is a known and well-established method and its
values were already available to us as part of the TARN data set.
More recently an amended version of Ps14 called Ps17 has been
reported that uses recalculated coefﬁcients as detailed from the
TARN site [24]. An augmented version of Ps14 called Ps14n has
also been reported that incorporates pupillary reactivity due to its
prognostic importance in head injury [27]. These, however,
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S

IRCC
NS

90.8%
50.0%
(90.8 + 50.0)/2 = 70.4%

S

NS

79. 0%
71.4%
(79.0 + 71.2) = 75.2%

do not invalidate our study as IRCC operates independently to
other methods. In future, it would be valuable to compare IRCC
with Ps17 and Ps14n. There are factors that may further improve
the performance of IRCC. These include a greater balance
between the number of not survivors and survivors in the calibration
data set. As the selection of cases in the calibration set was random,
it is possible that the same not surviving case may have been chosen
multiple times from the set in the same test. The likelihood of this
occurring for the survivors is less as they formed a much higher
population.
Age, RR, PR, SBP, AIS and GCS were used in this study as they
are well-established parameters for examining TBI and studies
including ours [6] indicated their effectiveness. AIS takes account
of the ﬁndings of imaging (Computerised Tomography (CT) and
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)). So it is not just
physiology but the severity of anatomical injury (AIS) and host
vulnerability (age) that have contributed to the model. Sex was
not used as part of IRCC input but its effect on IRCC performance
could be explored in future.
ED was used for determining similarity in this study as it is
a commonly used measure, easy to compute and works well
with data sets with compact clusters. There are, however, numerous
other possible distance measures [28]. These include Mahalanobis,
Chord, Manhattan, average distance, cosine measure, Czekanowski
coefﬁcient, Canberra metric and Pearson coefﬁcient. In this study,
the effectiveness of other distance measures were not examined
but it could be valuable to evaluate them in future studies.
AIS is a measure of the severity of TBI. The emergency
department arrival GCS is considered a good prognostic measure
for TBI also [29]. Change over time is also prognostic but is
usually not available in registry databases. The extent IRCC
could correctly predict Ps for mild to severe TBI cases was not
explored in this study. This was because partitioning the nonsurvivors would have resulted in a relatively small number of
cases in the subgroups that in turn would have negatively affected
the method’s accuracy. With a larger number of non-survivors
this would be valuable to perform.
IRCC as compared with PSD and Ps14 has higher accuracy
in predicting non-survivors but a lower accuracy in predicting
survivors. Both sensitivity and speciﬁcity are important when
determining Ps. False negative predictions that a patient will die
when in fact could survive (resulting in poor sensitivity) is an
important consideration because it relates to a direct waste of life.
On other hand, false positive (resulting in poor speciﬁcity) may
result in trying too hard in a hopeless situation where resources
could be better focused on other patients.
An advantage of IRCC is the ease of implementation. Although
TBI was considered in this study IRCC is adaptable to other
traumas.
6. Conclusion: In this study, a new method called IRCC was
developed to determine the Ps in TBIs. The method compared the
case being assessed with randomly selected subgroups of cases
with known outcomes (survivors and not survivors) and through
a number of iterations, it determined the percentage match. The
performance of IRCC was compared with two methods of
determining Ps called Ps14 and a method that uses Bayesian
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statistics (called predictive statistical diagnosis, PSD). The averaged
prediction of IRCC for survivors and non-survivors was higher than
those provided by Ps14 and PSD. IRCC provided a higher
prediction accuracy for non-survivors while PSD and Ps14 gave a
higher prediction accuracy for survivors. IRCC could be a useful
tool for determining Ps and has a number of positive features that
include ease of implementation. Its performance may be further
improved by using a larger number of non-survivors in its
calibration data set.
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